Small-world properties, such as small-diameter and clustering, and the power-law property are widely recognized as common features of large-scale real-world networks. Recent studies also notice two important geographical factors which play a significant role, particularly in Internet related setting. These two are the distance-bias tendency (links tend to connect to closer nodes) and the property of bounded growth in localities. However, existing formal models for real-world complex networks usually don't fully consider these geographical factors.
graphical factors which play a significant role, particularly in Internet related setting. These two are the distance-bias tendency (links tend to connect to closer nodes) and the property of bounded growth in localities. However, existing formal models for real-world complex networks usually don't fully consider these geographical factors.
We describe a flexible approach using a standard augmented graph model (e.g. Watt and Strogatz's [33] , and Kleinberg's [20] models) and present important initial results on a refined model where we focus on the small-diameter characteristic and the above two geographical factors. We start with a general model where an arbitrary initial node-weighted graph H is augmented with additional random links specified by a generic 'distribution rule' τ and the weights of nodes in H. We consider a refined setting where the initial graph H is associated with a growth-bounded metric, and τ has a distance-bias characteristic, specified by parameters as follows. The base graph H has neighborhood growth bounded from both below and above, specified by parameters β 1 , β 2 > 0. (These parameters can be thought of as the dimension of the graph, e.g. β 1 = 2 and β 2 = 3 for a graph modeling a setting with nodes in both 2D and 3D settings.) That is 2
where N u (r) is the number of nodes v within metric distance r from u: d(u, v) ≤ r. When we add random links using distribution τ , this distribution is specified by parameter α > 0 such that the probability that a link from u goes to v = u is ∝ 1 d α (u,v) . We show which parameters produce a small-diameter graph and how the diameter changes depending on the relationship between the distance-bias parameter α and the two bounded growth parameters β 1 , β 2 > 0. In particular, for most connected base graphs, the diameter of our aug-1 Introduction. A large inter-disciplinary community is now studying characteristics of real-world complex networks. In 1998, Watts and Strogatz [33] produced a graph model for small-world networks, with small diameter and high clustering coefficient (two nodes with a shared neighbor are likely connected by a link). These small-world properties occur in large-scale networks such as social and biological networks as well as the Internet. The power-law feature of vertex degrees has also been widely recognized as a common property. For example, the distribution of vertex degrees in the Internet topology (at both inter-domain & router levels) has a power-law shape [12] .
Geographical factors play a significant role in many real world networks, particularly in Internet related settings and for disease spread. Faloutsos et al. [12] observed in the Internet topology that a 'ball' of neighbors within distance R has size approximated by R β when R is small enough. Note that β varies between locations due to different population density physical characteristics or economic conditions. Researchers also found similar observations in wireless networks and peer-to-peer networks; so, several papers consider bounded growth features or similar notions when studying Internetrelated problems, e.g. [31, 9, 19, 17, 1] . Recent studies of the Internet's topology also evaluate the role of distancebias where links are more likely to connect closer nodes [34, 24] . Distance-bias is a key factor in Kleinberg's smallworld model [20] that extended Watts and Strogatz's model to explain another important aspect of smallworlds: a simple greedy strategy, that moves to the neighbor which is closest to the destination, finds short paths (reflecting Milgram's mail-forwarding experiment [28] ). Kleinberg augments a k-dimensional grid graph with random links, where a link is more likely to connect closer nodes. Specifically, each node u has one random link which goes to a node v with probability inversely proportional to d α (u, v) , where d (u, v) is the lattice distance between u and v -for brevity, we write P r [u → v] ∝ d −α (u, v) . Kleinberg shows that his greedy strategy finds short routes if and only if α = k, the grid dimension. More recently, Liben-Nowell et al. [26] provided a further insight to how greedy geographical routing in social networks can be efficient. This study of a large online social network (using web-logs) shows that one-third of the friendships are independent of geography, but the other two-thirds exhibit a distance-bias.
However, existing models for small-world properties and power-law degrees don't fully consider geographical factors. Kleinberg's original model is among a few that consider distance-bias, but his grid graphs have a uniform distribution of node degrees and node density (with fixed growth rate β = k everywhere), so they are too simple to simulate localities in real-world networks, where skewed distributions are typical. Thus, we want a more general approach to simultaneously simulate several of these mentioned properties.
In this paper, we use this standard augmented graph model that adds random links to a fixed base graph. However we use a more general approach with arbitrary base graphs, and where the number of random links added to a node can vary between nodes. We then refine this general setting to reflect two geographical factors: the distance-bias tendency (links tend to favor closer distances) and the property of bounded growth in neighborhood expansion and determine parameters of these geographical factors that lead to small diameter graphs (poly-log in the number of nodes).
Specifically, we use an augmented graph specified by a pair (H, τ ) where the base graph H = (V, w, E) is a graph of n nodes with weights specified by a vector w = {w u , u ∈ V }, initial links in E, and τ is a collection of probability distributions {τ u , u ∈ V }. For each node u ∈ V we add w u random links to E, and each random link goes to a node v = u with a probability specified by τ u : P r[u → v] = τ u (v). This model is broad enough to simulate several common features. For example, to simulate a specific power-law degree distribution we simply assign to H a proper weight vector w that reflects this power-law function. We can also use harmonic distributions (for τ ), as Kleinberg did, to simulate distance-bias links. Modeling base graphs in an accurate flexible way is, however, challenging: we want a general and versatile approach so our base graphs can have arbitrary degrees and various bounded-growth rates, while still being tractable for diameter analysis and routing algorithms. Our augmented graph model is an extension of Kleinberg's grid setting that allows non-uniform neighborhoods and distance-bias link distributions. There have been a number of other recent papers with extensions of Kleinberg's original model (see a review in §1.1 below). However we ask different questions and follow a different direction, compared to these papers, which mainly focus on augmenting graphs into navigable small-worlds (where greedy routing can find short paths).
Our main results. We refine the augmented graph model so base graphs are associated with a growthbounded metric, d (u, v) , giving the distance between node-pairs. The base graph is then augmented with distance-bias random links. We use 3 parameters to characterize the model. The base graph has neighborhood growth bounded both below and above specified by parameters
where N u (r) is the set of nodes within distance r from u. Also, the distribution of random links is specified by param-
For example, a graph representing sensors in both a 2D setting (e.g. a field) and a 3D setting (a building) would have β 1 = 2 and β 2 = 3.
We show when these augmented graphs have small diameter and how the diameter changes depending on the relationship between the distance-bias parameter and the two bounded growth parameters. For a connected base graph, the diameter of our augmented graph is logarithmic in n if α ≤ β 1 , and poly-log if β 2 ≤ α < 2β 1 , but polynomial if α > 2β 2 . Table 1 summarizes our results compared with other similar work. Our results also help explain why the Internet graph can be seen as a small-world with low diameter although it is locally growth bounded (assuming the bounded-growth and distance-bias characteristics observed in [12, 34] ).
We obtain the logarithmic diameter result for the case α ≤ β 1 by showing, a more general result: we present a general sufficient condition for the general (H, τ ) setting so that with high probability (w.h.p.) there emerges a giant component of size n (1−o(1) ) with a logarithmic diameter.
Our work defines and analyzes more complex models which can simultaneously reflect many features in real-world complex networks. However, to be more practical in future work we need to also consider distance-bias where α can vary in different neighborhoods.
We also use new techniques to extend diameter results in the Erdös and Rènyi's random graph setting (where arcs are added with a fixed probability) to our setting where random arcs are added to nodes. Our constructions also yield settings with efficient hierarchi-Existing settings with a distance-bias feature
Parameters
Graph Diameter A. A typical case of our refined setting:
poly-log augmented by undirected random links: one for each node u α ∈ (2β 2 , ∞) polynomial which goes to another v with P r [ 
polynomial [3, 8] [10, 32, 13, 16, 11, 23] mainly focused on when and how certain fundamental graphs can be augmented into a navigable small-world. 2 However, although our paper also uses an augmented graph model, we don't focus on modeling navigability, but instead focus on small diameter graphs and routing with more information. Similarly to Duchon et al. [10] , we also consider the base graph H as bounded growth graph, however, we focus on using distance-bias random links. While navigable small-worlds can find useful applications in peer-to-peer networks, our graph models reflect the physical aspects of the Internet-related networks.
Liben-Nowell et al. [26] and Kumar et al. [23] extended Kleinberg' s original model to better analyze navigability and greedy routing performance in realworld social networks. They proposed to use rank- 2 The aim is to consider a general small-world model using augmented graphs [16] , and study the possibility of augmenting an arbitrary graph H into a navigable small-world by a properly selected τ (with one link added for each node). See [14] for a recent survey.
based friendship for connecting a set of people who reside on a given set of nodes on a metric space where population densities at nodes are not necessarily uniform. Particularly, the probability that a person u befriends a person v is inversely proportional to the rank of a person v w.r.t. u, which is the number of people who lives closer to u than v. Although it has a distance-bias flavor, when applied to the k-dimensional original Kleinberg's grid setting as a special case (with uniform population density), the rank-based friendship induces the special distance-bias distribution P r [ 
, where the distance-bias degree α equals the grid dimension k. We instead look at arbitrary α, which in general does not produce navigability except for the special α = k. We show when and how (how α coordinates with bounded growth parameters in H) our augmented graphs feature small diameter. We also consider other efficient routing schemes, which are still decentralized, though they use more resource than Kleinberg's greedy routing.
Closest to our diameter results for Kleinberg's setting, is the diameter work on long-range percolation graphs (row C of table 1), which is a random graph setting where the vertices are the nodes of a β-dimension grid and each pair of nodes (u, v) has an undirected edge with probability λd −α (u, v) , where α, β, λ are constant parameter. None of these papers analyze growthbounded settings. This paper can be seen as a generalization for growth-bounded graphs of our previous results with grid-like settings in [29] , however we consider a significantly broader landscape and hence, have developed significantly different techniques.
Chung and Lu propose a generalized random graph model [6, 7] with arbitrary given expected degrees.
They assign weights to the nodes and have an independent random link between any two nodes with a probability proportional to the product of the two node weights (and do not use any distance factor). Thus, the expected degree of each node is specified by its weight. We also use node weights, to specify the number of random links added to a given node, but we use a nodebased approach instead. We also write G = N AN (H, τ ) for G to denote a random graph from the setting N AN (H, τ ). We only consider undirected random links here, but our results in §3 can be extended for directed random links. Intuitively, each node v generates certain random links, while some other random links also incident to v are not generated by v but some other nodes. The weight of a vertex set 
v) is the lattice distance between u and v.
When working with asymptotic notions we informally say that the size n of H goes to infinity (appendix §A more formally describes our settings: we use an infinite family of base graphs H with sizes increasing to infinity). We also give in §A an example for modeling power-law graphs.
A random variable X is stochastically greater than
We use diam(X) to denote the diameter of a graph X. We say a random event E(n) occurs with very high probability V HP when Pr[E(n)] = 1 − O(e −n ). For our proofs we use the following formal notions of events occurring with very high probability. Let eN eg(x) denote the class of functions which are (exponentially) negligible in the following sense. We say a pos-
. Given a function y = h(x)), we say a random event E(n) occurs with very high probability V HP (h(n))
Lemma 2.1 below is useful and straightforward to prove using Chernoff's bound (see A.1).
Lemma 2.1. For any constant α > 1 and any positive constant β < 1, the sum of n identical Bernoulli random variables of expectation p = p(n) is at most αnp with V HP , and is at least βnp with V HP (np).
2.1 On uniform τ : comparing diameter with traditional random graphs. We consider the diameter of N AN (H, τ ) in a simple specific case when τ is uniform: a random link from a node u chooses the target v uniformly from V − {u}. This can be re-defined as the random graph setting below, which is a variant of ER (Erdös and Rènyi's) random graph G(n, p). 3 Random setting J. A random graph J(n, Z) from setting J, is an n node random graph whose edges are formed by adding Z = Z(n) random (undirected) links to each node where a link from a node u ∈ V is equally likely to go to each node v = u ∈ V . We also write
So, J is N AN (H, τ = unif orm) where the base graph H has n nodes, no edges and all the nodes have the same weight Z = Z(n) > 0. Graphs from J(n, Z) are similar to those from G(n, p) with a suitable choice of p (roughly Z/2n), but the distributions of edges are slightly different, and there are some dependencies between edges for J(n, Z). Note that p can be a function of n in both settings. We can re-use some of the classic work on the diameter of ER random graphs in Bollobas's classic text [5] . Lemma 2.2 below follows from results in [5] .
Lemma 2.2. For the ER random graph
(Bollobas [5] showed the diameter concentrates on d and d + 1 for d a constant or a slow function of n.)
The above applies for example when np = n 1/d / log n. We now extend lemma 2.2 to J(n, Z):
To prove theorem 2.1, the general idea is to compare our graph J to an ER random graph K = G(n, p) with the same number of vertices n and appropriate link probability, p = .5Z(n)/n. We choose this p so K is usually less dense than J, so that roughly
We use a series of comparisons of graph settings, using two intermediate settings as transitions between J and K. (Roughly speaking, we show that
where L and I are the mentioned intermediate settings. ) For any two arbitrary random graph settings X and Y using the same number of vertices, we write X Y if there is an algorithm for generating Y in an increasing manner, i.e. non-loop edges are added until at a proper middle point of the process, the current graph is an instance of X. The following observation is straightforward.
Observation A. For any two arbitrary random graph settings X and Y using the same number of vertices, if
Intuitively, we think of a code M to generate Y increasingly where M has two parts M = M 1 ||M 2 (i.e. we run M 1 then M 2 ), and when M 1 finishes we obtain an instance of X. Note that the notion of increasing only applies for non-loop links: the codes may remove loops which clearly do not affect the graph diameter. We write gen(M ) for the random graph generated by executing M . Thus observation A can use this form:
The basic idea is to use observation A in a series of comparisons of graph settings. First, we define two intermediate settings as follows.
Random setting I. A random graph I = I(n, m) from setting I is a graph on a set V of n nodes and from each node u ∈ V we randomly choose a set of m < n distinct nodes v 1 , v 2 . . . , v m from V − {u} then create m undirected links: one link from u to each v i . Observe that, in contrast to J, we do not allow parallel links (two links from u to the same node).
Random setting L. A random graph L = L(n, p) from setting L is a graph on a set V of n nodes and from each node u ∈ V we create an undirected link to each node v ∈ V − {u} with probability p. Note that in G(n, p) for each pair of nodes u and v we create a random link between them with probability p, while in L(n, p), it is a "double consideration" from both u's side and v's side and so, we end up with a double link between u and v with probability p 2 . Thus, it is rather obvious that K L.
To compare diam(J) with diam(K) where K = G(n, p) and p = .5 Z n , we choose two intermediate graphs
However as mentioned above, K L and hence, the remaining job is to compare L with I and I with J.
We now show that L I with V HP . For M 1 to generate L, each node u generates an undirected link to any node v = u with probability p. Let R u denote the number of random links generated by a node u. We can now add additional random edges to L using a process M 2 to get an instance of I = I(n, .9Z) as long as R u ≤ .9Z for each node u. In M 2 , for each node u where R u < .9Z, we added (.9Z − R u ) distinct random links from u 5 . Let E denote the event that R u ≤ .9Z for all u. For a given node u, R u is the sum of n − 1 Bernoulli random variables with expectation p = .5 Z n , and hence by lemma 2.1, with V HP (n), R u is at most
Hence, E also occurs with V HP (n) and so, with V HP (n) the code M 1 ||M 2 generates an instance of I. Thus, for any constant
Similarly, we almost have I J. This can be proved by showing that in graph setting J, with V HP (Z) a given node u generates at least .9Z distinct random links from Z attempts. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ Z, consider the (k + 1) th attempt. The probability that u creates a new random link (to a node which is not picked by the first k attempts) is at least
. Therefore, the number of distinct random links created by u can be lower bounded by the sum of Z identical Bernoulli random variables of expectation 0.95. Using lemma 2.1, with V HP (Z) a given node u generates at least 0.9Z distinct random links. So, for any constant
Using the 3 graph comparisons above and choos-
Connecting pieces.
To extend our results for arbitrary τ , we partition the random graph G into vertex subsets and consider the diameter of the induced subgraphs. We also contract each vertex subset into a super-node and obtain a new graph F ofn nodes, where for each link between two nodes u and v in different subsets, we place a link between the two corresponding nodes in F . We then bound the diameter of F . Note that a path π in G becomes a super-path π F in F where all the sub-paths of π that are within a contracted subgraph in G are hidden in a super-node of F . For an instance of G, it is easy to see that diam(G) ≤ x × y if x = diam(F ) and y is the largest diameter among any of the induced subgraphs. We focus on the following scenario when the vertex subsets have large enough size and weight such that we can link any two such subsets by O(1) links (so diam(F ) = O(1)). We use a critical parameter m τ which is the minimum probability any edge (u, v) is created under distribution τ . To assure that any part of the graph is reached with at least moderate probability, we assume in the lemma below that we have enough random edges to compensate for a small value of m τ (the weight z(n) used below). 
A distance-bias
∈ X is within distance r from at least one node v ∈ X. A subset X ⊂ V is an r-packing if any two nodes in X are at least distance 2r apart. A subset X ⊂ V is an r-net if X is both an r-cover and an r 2 -packing. It is well known that for any r > 0, there exists an r-net for any metric space, which can be constructed greedily.
Consider base graph H(V, w, E) associated with metric distance d. We define the ball of center u and radius r, N u (r) = {v ∈ V |d(u, v) ≤ r}, the subset of nodes within distance r from u. For any subset B ⊂ V , we call r = min u∈V max v =u d(u, v) the radius of B, that is there exits a node u ∈ V such that N u (r) is the smallest ball which contains B. We also write r = Radius(B). For a node u ∈ V , define R u = min{r : N u (r) = V }, the maximum distance of any node from u.
Intuitively, the "speed" that nodes from V "come into view", when we expand a ball around u ∈ V , may vary but bounded from above and below, specified by ∆ and∆. Similar notions were used in e.g. [31] . For some constant β > 0, it is easy to see that GB 2 β implies |N u (r)| = Ω(r β ) and also GB 2 β implies |N u (r)| = O(r β ) (∀u ∈ V ) (but the the reverse direction is not true). [21] is DistBias (1) with d(u, v) as the size of the minimum subtree containing both u and v.
Definition 2.2. (DistBias setting)
The connecting lemma is a key tool we repeatedly use later. In §3, we consider the diameter of DistBias(α, β 1 , β 2 ) with larger α where the random links strongly favor closer distances. Our analysis is based on a partitioning hierarchy where we recursively partition the graph (into subgraphs then these subgraphs into smaller subgraphs ...) such that each partition follows the pattern in the connecting lemma so that the diameter of a super graph of subgraphs under any such partition is O (1) . We then use a probabilistic recurrence argument to upper bound the diameter of our original graph. This probabilistic recurrence is the reason for the extra effort in working with the high probabilities (i.e. why need the V HP notation) in the connecting lemma.
In §4, we consider the setting with smaller α when, given a random link, "any distant corner" of the graph has a fair chance to be reached by this arc. This "fairness" feature helps to show that, with proper conditions, the growth in size of a neighborhood using both local and random links is exponential before reaching a threshold size. We construct several such neighborhoods such that their union includes almost all the nodes of our graph, and use our connecting lemma to show that we can connect these neighborhoods by only O(1) links between any two. Thus, a giant component with logarithmic diameter will emerge with high probability. In fact, this result applies for the general N AN (H, τ ) under some proper conditions on the weights of H, and applies for the setting DistBias as a corollary.
Strong distance-bias.
We consider the diameter of DistBias(α, β 1 , β 2 ) for the case α ∈ [β 2 , 2β 1 ) in §3.1, and for other cases in §3.2.
A moderate distance-bias regime: a fractal perspective.
Here, our analysis method is based on a partitioning hierarchy which reflects a fractal picture: the whole graph is an O(1)-diameter super graph of nodes representing subgraphs, and each subgraph itself is a smaller-scale O(1)-diameter super graph, and so on, until reaching poly-log size and thus poly-log diameter. Intuitively, one can think of an online map with zoom levels: country, state, county, district, etc. For example, a typical short s − t route consists of O(1) super-links between super 'state' nodes at the highest zoom-out level. However, when we zoom-in on a super 'state' node, we unfold a sub-path of O(1) links between super 'county' nodes. Figure 3 .1 traces such a route, unfolding to the highest zoom-in at both the source and destination sites. We need some reasonable conditions on the base graphs to create such a fractal picture. The following Voronoitype partition is a key to our analysis. Consider a base graph H(V, E) and an associated metric d.
be a subset of nodes in V . A T -partition is a partition of V into subsets induced by a node set T as follows. We partition V into disjoint sets V i with V = ∪ k i=1 V i , by using the u i 's as centers: we put any node v ∈ V into V i if u i (among these k center nodes) is the closest to v by the metric distance (handle ties arbitrarily). Voronoi-type partitions induced by the nodes of an r-net are very useful in our analysis. 
.t. any subset B ∈ T -partition has at least two nodes and has node weight average w(B)
|B| ≥ c 2 (ii) ∃ constant c > 0 s.t.
for any two nodes u, v ∈ V if the smallest ball B containing both u and v has size at least c, then the shortest path between u and v has hop-length (in H) at most B's size.
Note that (i) is a reasonable condition on 'weight density' (on average, nodes have at least c 2 random links), and (ii) is also reasonable in this intuitive view: the shortest chain of acquaintances between any two persons (who are not too close) is less than the number of people in their local neighborhood. Thus the path doesn't have to go far outside this neighborhood. If all node weights in our graph are at least c for a constant c > 0, we call this an O(1)-weight graph. Thus, O(1)-weight meshes easily meet both (i) and (ii) even with a constant fraction of missing links. Below, we sketch the ideas to prove theorem 3.1. Basically, we describe and analyze our partitioning hierarchy then show how our "connecting pieces" argument can be applied recursively, down to the bottom level. The partitioning hierarchy. To construct our partitioning hierarchy we fix a constant ξ ∈ (0, 1) (to be chosen later) and define a basic partition, ξ-PAR, which is recursively applied to create the hierarchy. Let R = Radius(V ). For the whole node set V , this initial partition results in node subsets of radius between R ξ /2 and R ξ and of roughly the same size. Basically, this ξ-PAR is a special Voronoi-type partition that is induced by the nodes of an R ξ -net but with this special feature: this ξ-PAR is perfectly textured by the given Tpartition, i.e. no subset of T -partition is split between two subsets of this ξ-PAR. Recall that for any subset
is the radius of B (r = Radius(B)), i.e. there exits a node u ∈ V such that N u (r) is the smallest ball which contains B.
To construct such a ξ-PAR of V , we construct an R ξ -net S = {s 0 , s 1 , s 2 . . .} then divide V into subsets V i 's around these s i 's as follows: for each given subset B from the T -partition we choose s i ∈ S closest to B's center (handle ties arbitrarily) then we place B entirely into V i (centered by s i ). Each vertex subset of this partition has radius between R ξ /2 and R ξ by the r-net definition, and has size at least a = θ(R ξβ 1 ) because of (i) and the growth-bounded definition. Now, for each subgraph with size ≥ 2a, we can split it into smaller subgraphs with size between a and 2a such that the obtained subgraphs are still well-textured by the Tpartition, and hence have average weight ≥ c 2 . (Instead of using this texturing argument, we can think of the small subsets in the T -partition as single 'unit cells' and do our partitions on these cells).
Define the ξ-graph for such a ξ-PAR to be the multigraph we obtain when we contract the subsets of the ξ-PAR into single super-nodes. The links between any two given nodes in different subsets become the (multiple) links between the two respective super-nodes.
For L = L(n), a (ξ, L)-hierarchy of partitions is obtained when we ξ-PAR these V i 's into smaller subsets, and recursively repeat this until we reach subsets with size L or smaller. By a (ξ, L)-hierarchy we create a hierarchy of vertex subsets of the base graph H such that each subset has enough average weight (so we will have random links to connect subsets within a level with VHP), subsets shrink in size significantly from level to level (so the height of the hierarchy is small), and the total number of subsets in the hierarchy is linear. Also, the subsets in the same ξ-PAR have similar sizes. (All these properties are formulated in lem. B.1 in §B. ) We now sketch the ideas in proving theorem 3.1. We use a (ξ, L)-hierarchy and by choosing proper values of ξ and L, show that there exists a constant C such that all the ξ-graphs induced by a ξ-PAR in the hierarchy have diameter at most C w.h.p. Thus, a standard (probabilistic) recurrence argument will show
For each ξ-PAR, we apply the Connecting lemma (lem. 2.3) and show that there exists a constant > 0 (depending on ξ, α, β 1 , β 2 ) such that the ξ-graph induced by this ξ-PAR has diameter at most C = 1 +4 with probability ≥ 1−O(e −n ) wheren is the number of subgraphs, i.e. super-nodes of this ξ-graph (the detailed proof in §B shows why we need α ∈ [2β 1 , β 2 ) to find proper ξ). By choosing L = log λ n for constant λ large enough, we show that the failure probability in each connecting-pieces step is small enough such that the union of all these failure events (at all the ξ-PARs) is still negligible.The full proof is in §B, where we show the above arguments in details, using the above mentioned properties of our partitioning hierarchy. Using weight density with respect to metric distance. The assumptions on the base graphs can be weakened as follows. We need to guarantee a certain density of weight in the base graph so the subgraphs at the bottom level of our partitioning hierarchy have enough weight for the connecting lemma. Also, if these subgraphs are connected by just the local links then we can upper bound the diameter of each subgraph by its size, and hence poly-log of n. These factors (on weight density and local connectivity) can be realized when we can divide our graphs into small subgraphs that are connected and have enough weight. A connected subgraph F of H is a semi-ball if F can be contained inside a ball B F so that F 's size is at least c times B F 's size for a constant c ∈ (0, 1). For k = k(n), base graph H is k-dense w.r.t. metric distance d if there exists a constant c > 0 such that for n large enough, there exists a partition V into sets A i , such that each subgraph induced by A i is a connected semi-ball that has weight ≥ k and average weight ≥ c. The following theorem is rather straightforward from our analysis above with theorem 3.1. Furthermore, we can extend the k-dense graph notion by allowing the vertex set A i 's to overlap but the subgraphs induced by them are still edge-disjoint (but possibly not vertex-disjoint). Thus we can split a 'superhub' node into virtual nodes of smaller weight (like chopping up a broccoli). So, most connected O(1)-weight graphs can be augmented into ones with poly-log diameter w.h.p. Some application issues in routing and network design. Our analysis above (particularly our partitioning hierarchy), suggests a new routing strategy based on the above partitioning hierarchy. In this hierarchy of recursive partitions, a parent block of metric diameter ∆ is partitioned into child blocks of metric diameter ∆ µ (for a fixed constant µ ∈ ( α 2β 1 , 1)). Thus, this hierarchy has only a poly-log number of levels and yet, is far less steep than a b-ary tree (for constant b ≥ 2) where nodes near the root can be overloaded and highly congested. This suggests a hierarchical routing strategy which is very efficient for a large class of our distance-bias structures (example 3.1 below): a short s − t route within a parent block can be formed by combining sub-routes within a few sub-blocks. In our initial results, this routing scheme uses a small distributed routing database (keeping information for short-cut links between blocks) and finds routes of poly-log expected length. Because of the space limit we defer the details to the full version. 3.2 On strong distance-bias regimes. For larger α, the random links are shorter generally, and when α > 2β 2 , they become too short to produce short-cut paths between subgraphs as before and hence, the graph has diameter polynomial in n if it is connected (if not connected, the diameter is ∞) Proof.
[Sketch] Consider such a graph G = N AN (H, τ ) with vertex set V and radius ∆. Note that ∆ > n 1 β 2 . Choose a constant ξ ∈ (0, 1) such that αξ > 2β 2 . Now, we claim the probability that we have a random link with length at least ∆ ξ is negligible and hence, clearly w.h.p. the graph diameter is Ω(∆ 1−ξ ), i.e. Ω(n c ) for
. The probability of having a random link between two given nodes at distance ≥ ∆ ξ apart is O(∆ −ξα ); so the probability for having any link of
On other distance-bias regimes. The cases α ∈ (β 1 , β 2 ) and α ∈ [2β 1 , 2β 2 ] are mostly open. For the former case we believe that the graph diameter is still poly-log and whether it is logarithmic or not depends on the graph topology.
Weak distance-bias.
We show that with reasonable conditions on the weights of the base graphs, DistBias(α, β 1 , β 2 ) has logarithmic diameter when α ≤ β 1 . The random links are now not too distance-biased so the distribution of a random link from any given node u is fairer to distant targets: the random link from u has a fair chance to escape from a moderate size neighborhood around u. Thus, we show that the growth in size when expanding a neighborhood around u is exponential before reaching a moderate threshold size. This is even easier in areas where the growth rate is higher (so worst case is β 2 = β 1 ).
To show logarithmic diameter: we construct several such neighborhoods in this exponential growth manner that cover most of our vertex set. We then show that any two of these subgraphs (neighborhoods) can be connected by O(1) links using our Connecting lemma. We show that even in the worst case with β 2 = β 1 , i.e. we don't care what β 2 is as long as α ≤ β 1 . Thus, denote β = β 1 in the rest of this section for simpler notation. (1)) and diameter O(log n).
Before showing this theorem we consider a general sufficient condition for having a giant component with logarithmic diameter for the more general setting  N AN (H, τ ) . Let S k (u) denote the set of nodes within k links from u (in contrast, N r (u) is the nodes within a metric distance r from u). N AN (H, τ ) . For constants µ, ξ ∈ (0, 1), τ has the (µ,ξ) expansion property if a random link leaves a vertex set C of size at most n µ with probability at least ξ (or hits C with prob. at most 1 − ξ). More formally, for n = |V |:
Definition 4.1. 1) (Expansion property) Consider a random graph G =
These properties assure a fair and diverse rule for random links: for any given node u, no small set of vertices takes a dominant role in attracting u's links and also no single node is 'ignored' (it is connected to u with probability at least m τ = Ω(n −η )). Many existing networks feature these properties. [20] and treebased [21] small-world models are (µ,1 − µ − o(1))-expansion for any constant µ ∈ (0, 1), and are (1 + )-fair for any constant > 0.
From a heavy enough node set many random links will leave the set, resulting in large sets with small diameter. Particularly, the expansion property produces exponential growth in neighbor sets, S k (u), until the neighborhood reaches a large enough threshold size. Lemma 4.1 below describes a general sufficient condition on when and how we can construct a neighbor ball with logarithmic diameter. We leave lemma 4.1's proof to appendix §C. Our general setting, conditioned on a few reasonable criteria, creates a broad class of random structures where paths of logarithmic length are typical. The conditions on the expansion property and the weight density allow us to construct large enough neighborhoods with logarithmic diameter. The other fairness condition assures we can connect neighborhoods. Proof.
[Sketch] For simplicity, consider the case of connected base graph. We split the weights into two parts: the first part is used to construct subgraphs of size n µ as balls of neighbors (lemma 4.1), then the rest of the weight can be used to connect these subgraphs, using paths of O(1) links between any two subgraphsnow nodes in our super-graph -by using the Connecting lemma. However, a naive approach in constructing these neighbor balls may result in overlapping balls and violate the requirement for independent random links in our super-graph. When the base graph is connected, we use the shortest path distance d (using number of arcs) as a metric and create an L-net X = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k } in the metric space (V, d), for an appropriate L. Note that for any connected undirected graph, the shortest path distance is clearly a metric, and there exists an r-net (def. in §2.2) with respect to this distance for any r > 0. Now we choose the nodes in X to be centers of our neighbor balls: we partition V into k disjoint sub-
, by putting any node v ∈ V into A i if u i (among these k center nodes) is the closest to v (handle ties arbitrarily). We choose L so that our neighbor balls are large enough. See the full proof in appendix §C.1. Now, to show theorem 4.1 we just need to show that our graph from DistBias(α, β) meets the conditions of theorem 4.2. However, the main work is to justify the expansion property, which is stated explicitly in lemma 4.2 below.
Lemma 4.2. Consider the random graph
We defer lemma 4.2's proof, which is long and tedious, to a fuller version.
Extension with f -dense graphs.
For f = f (n) > 0, a base graph H of n nodes is f -dense if there exists a constant c > 0 6 such that the node set V (H) can be be put into subsets of size at most f /c and weight at least f as follows. These vertex subsets are not necessarily disjoint, but their union is V , and they induce connected subgraphs which are mutually edge-disjoint. So, if we contract these vertex subsets to single super-nodes then the induced graph becomes fheavy. Note that for each pair of different super-nodeŝ u andv there is a link betweenû andv if there is a link betweenû's vertex subset andv's in H or the two subsets intersect (because a big star hub joins both of them as we will illustrate below). Clearly, if the contracted graph has graph diameter D then H has diameter O(f D).
Note that these subgraphs can overlap but only in vertices. If we restrict the subgraphs to be fully disjoint, we then exclude many graphs from being fdense (and hence, contractible to f -heavy), e.g. a simple star network where a big hub connects to all other vertices. However, here we can split the star network into several subgraphs overlapping only in the hub node (like chopping a broccoli) to make our f -dense and contracting arguments work. In fact, for any constant c > 0, for any f (n) < cn, any collection of c-heavy connected base graphs is f -dense.
Thus, the above results can be extended by using fdense graphs instead. For example, we extend theorem 4.1 to theorem 4.3 below. [34] ) and β is between 1 and 2 (as in [12, 34] ), then we would expect the Internet topology to have poly-log diameter with VHP.
Conclusion and future work.
Our results present a flexible approach for modeling the common features of real-world networks, based on the standard augmented graph model. We provide strong analysis results for our refined model for large-scale realworld networks with a focus on the geographical factors. In future work, we want to see if we can continue this approach to refine the general (H, τ ) model in other ways so we can simultaneously simulate more, or different sets of, common features of complex networks. The set of tools on diameter analysis we produce in this paper can be useful for later work. On application issues. In §3.1 we discussed an hierarchical routing strategy which is naturally efficient for a large class of our distance-bias structures. On-going work considers network constructions for building hybrid ad-hoc networks [18] by adding a wired infrastructure to an ad-hoc wireless network. This hierarchical routing strategy can potentially optimize multiple network factors such as route length, network cable cost and congestion. We have obtained initial results [30] for a special case of the networks in Example 3.1, where we consider adding long links to a 2-dimension grid-like network (so β 1 = β 2 = 2). Our network constructions and hierarchical routing strategy also motivates further study of the remaining parameter regimes (α ∈ (β 1 , β 2 ) and α ∈ (2β 1 , 2β 2 )) as well as new efficient routing strategies for the logarithmic diameter regime (α < β 1 ).
A Addition to §2.
We also consider the following slightly extended setting, where the number of random links generated by each node has binomial distribution Bin(w u , p). Intuitively, node u is assigned a fixed number of seeds w u , where each seed gives birth to a random link with probability p. For simplicity, some of our results are presented using the basic setting (definition 2.1) but these can be easily extended for this extended setting, which is necessary in our proof of theorem 4.2. Note that, however, our results using N AN (H, τ ) can be easily extended for  N AN (H, τ, p) . The weight of a vertex set S ⊆ V (H) is u∈S pW u for  N AN (H, τ, p) . N AN (H, τ, p) where the base graph H is a set of weighted nodes and E(H) = ∅, and where
It is not hard to see that the expected degree of a node u is 2pw u (roughly, half generated by u itself and the other half from other nodes: in fact, u's degree is ∼ Bin(w u , p 
Proof. i) Straightforward from the definition of our (ξ, L)-hierarchy. ii) From i), in each ξ-PAR at level i of the hierarchy, the subsets have radius at most R (1) . The size of the hierarchy is the size of a tree where the number of leaves is less than n, so the size is O(n) iii) In the hierarchy, for any vertex set B which is ξ-PARed into subsets and note thatn < n B ≤ ∆ β 2 then Z = Ω(n ). That is, the Connecting lemma applies and the considered ξ-graph has diameter C = 1 + 4 with probability at least 1 − eN eg(n ).
By choosing L (= log λ n) large enough, we show that the failure probability in each connecting-pieces step is small enough that even the union of all such failure events (at all the ξ-PARs) is still negligible. We apply lemma B.1iii) for our (ξ, L)-hierarchy. The lemma only fails to apply if one of the ξ-graphs has diameter greater than C. By lemma B.1ii), the number of ξ-PARs is O(n) so, lemma B.1iii) fails to apply with probability at most O(n) × eN eg(n ). This probability is still eN eg(n ) if we choose L = log 1 n so that en >> e L = n. Now, with V HP (n ) the diameter of our graph G is O(L log 
Proof.
[Sketch] Part a. A random link escapes a vertex set of size n µ with probability ≥ ξ, so when we consider extending a neighborhood S of size less than n µ , each node has enough weight to generate at least expected γ = p( 1 pξ + )ξ = 1 + pξ random links going out of the current neighbor set. So, w.h.p. the new neighbor set has size at least min{n µ , γ|S|}. We show that before reaching size n µ , this process in expanding neighborhoods dominates a standard branching process with growth rate γ > 1. We omit the details which use a Chernoff-bound argument similar to the one used in [29] . Part b is a corollary of part a), using a contracted graph which is ( Proof. First, consider the connected case. Consider a random graph G = N AN (H, τ, p) for connected base graphs H(V, W, E). We now use the intuition that node u is assigned a fixed number of seeds W u , where each seed gives birth to a random link with probability p. Choosep ∈ (0, 1) such that 2 . As mentioned above, our idea is to split the weights and hence, we generate G in two stages accordingly, where only the first part of weights is in the early stage. In order to split the weights, in the first stage we do this random pre-processing: each seed can be used in this stage with probabilityp, otherwise it needs to wait for the second stage (but in both cases, it may also fail to generate a random link with probability p). Let G 1 be the graph obtained after the first state; clearly G 1 = N AN (H, τ,pp) and is ( 1 ppξ + 2 /2)-dense. 7 We now can assume p = 1 without loss of generality, and consider G 1 = N AN (H, τ,p which is (
